Abstract-Mobile operating systems should adapt to different applications requirement such as multimedia, games, video and audio applications, and mobile calls, etc. Process scheduling is considered as the most important part of the mobile operating system, which has the responsibility for adapting the operating systems to these applications requirements. In this work, the architecture for a runtime CPU scheduler customization framework for the Linux kernel that take into account different applications requirements is presented. The Runtime CPU Scheduler Customization (RCSC) framework permits the mobile devices users as well as the developers of Linux-based mobile operating systems to customize CPU scheduler to run with a specific scheduling policy as well as evaluate newly developed scheduling policies from user space at runtime. As a consequence, mobile operating system can be tuned manually or automatically in order to adapt with the requirements of a particular application.
INTRODUCTION
Mobile devices have been growing rapidly the last few years, at the same time the user requirements have increased considerably. The mobile operating systems are also evolving to address the new user requirement [1] . Lately, Linux has been adopted as mobile operating systems with more than 20 millions Linux-based mobile phones shipped over the last two years [2] . This growing trend has been seen due to the real-time feature support of the recent Linux kernel [2] . Nowadays, the variety of mobile devices such PDAs, Smart phones, Tablet PC ,etc has leaded to the demands of various type of applications, such as video calling, multimedia editing, games, photos and the more common internet browsing [1] . Each of these applications has certain requirement to fulfill the needs of the user. Games application requires good response time, while multimedia applications need a high video and audio quality without jitter. Furthermore, users request a device with long battery life [3] , [4] . One solution for these important issues is a flexible operating system that could adapt to certain application requirements.
The operating system CPU scheduler is responsible to coordinate the processes access to the CPU. By switching the access among the processes, the operating system is able to increase the productivity of the system. CPU scheduler relies on a particular scheduling algorithm (policy), for example FIFO, Round Robin and SJF [4] . Each of these policies has different properties, and the selection of a particular policy depends on specific criterion such as CPU utilization, throughputs, response time, deadlines-met, predictability, proportionality, and waiting time. Each policy has been designed purposely to fit certain environment with certain requirement i.e. power saving, performance, multimedia and games [4] , [5] , [6] , [7] . Moreover, with the advent of new mobile processors architectures such as multi-core CPU's from Intel [6] , [7] and cell processors [8] , advanced scheduling policies are required to benefit from these architectures i.e. achieve a balance between power saving and good performance with multi-core mobile processors [3] , [7] .
Some advantages of using such framework to switch between the scheduling policies includes usage flexibility, simplify management and maintenance of the mobile operating system. RCSC will provide the flexibility to handle different requirement of the user and the applications. As the policies are pluggable during runtime, the mobile users, developers or the operating system itself could adapt to the changing requirement. The task of kernel developers to enhance and evaluate scheduling policies will be simplified as testing can happen during runtime.
The paper is organized as follows: first, a background review on Linux kernel CPU scheduler and scheduling policies development is presented in section 2. The significant difference between RCSC framework and PlugSched, pluggable schedulers from the perspective of kernel developers is discussed. Section 3 described the new CPU scheduler in vanilla Linux kernel version 2.6.25. The proposed framework requirements and detail design for a runtime CPU scheduler customization framework is presented in the subsequent section. Finally we concluded the paper and discussed relevant future work for RCSC.
II. BACKGROUND Historically, Linux kernel developers have built many CPU schedulers, each one is different from the others [9] , [10] . Table 1 summarizes the evolution of the Linux kernel CPU schedulers.
Realizing the importance of an adaptable CPU scheduler architecture, Linux kernel 2.6.10 was released with a pluggable CPU scheduler framework (PlugSched). This implementation has been criticized by kernel developers due to the complex implementation, limited flexibility and performance degradation [11] , [14] . Another limitation of PlugSched is that the CPU scheduler can only be chosen from kernel space and requires a system reboot. [11] , [12] , [13] . However, most kernel developers agreed that CPU scheduler should be flexible enough for various scheduling policies [11] , [13] , [15] . Figure 1 compares the implementation difference between the proposed RCSC and PlugSched. Another framework, PlugProPol was proposed by Xlab [16] to design a customizable scheduler for XtreemOS, a Linux based operating system for next generation grids. Unlike PlugSched, this framework allows pluggable scheduling policies [16] , however it only concern with the migration of processes over the network. A recent work presents an adaptable CPU scheduler from kernel space to conserve energy [17] .
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To address the limitation of current Linux CPU scheduler implementation, and to meet the need for a flexible mobile OS [18] , a runtime CPU scheduler customization framework (RCSC) is proposed.
III. LINUX KERNEL 2.6.25 CPU SCHEDULER Linux kernel code base size is large and complex. Generally, the development of the Linux kernel is fast-paced leading to little adequate documentation at the implementation level. In this section, to assist in designing the RCSC framework the new CPU scheduler in vanilla Linux kernel version 2.6.25 is documented. Linux Kernel scheduling mechanism is shown in figure 2 [19] , [20] .
Processes are created by the kernel using fork_new(). Fork creates the new (child) process, from the current process (parent). The new created process inherits the parent's properties, including the scheduling policy. The foundation of scheduling classes or the main scheduling function, schedule(), is modular and dynamic enough to adapt RCSC framework.
Two modular CPU schedulers (scheduling classes) are available in the current kernel, CFS (Completely Fair Scheduler) and Real-time. These scheduling classes can be modified to support RCSC framework Figure 2 . Initialization of process scheduling CFS scheduling class encapsulates (SCHED_ NORMAL, SCHED_BATCH and SCHED_IDLE) policies, while Realtime scheduling class encapsulates (SCHED_FIFO, SCHED_RR) policies. These scheduling classes are capable to encapsulate the scheduling policies. In PlugSched implementation a default scheduler can be chosen at kernel build time, and other CPU schedulers can be used by passing an argument to the kernel at boot time [12] . The recent implementation in the kernel modularizes the scheduling policies, but did not modularize the scheduler itself.
IV. RCSC REQUIREMENTS
In this section, the requirements for RCSC framework are discussed from the perspective of the kernel developer and normal user.
Whenever there is a need to develop a new scheduling policy, developers should be able to design and implement it within the desired kernel source. The newly developed scheduling policy can be plugged into the framework automatically at runtime once the framework start running. The scheduling policy could then be switched out to another policy if it is not working as expected. This facilitate the debugging and development cycle of the new scheduling policy. Kernel developers could also test and evaluate scheduling policy suitable for different workload and environment using RCSC framework.
From user perspective, the available scheduling policies can be displayed. The user or the operating system itself could choose preferred or suitable scheduling policies during runtime.
V. RCSC ARCHITECTURE The scheduling classes are used to encapsulate one or more scheduling policies i.e. the existing CFS class encapsulates NORMAL, BATCH and IDLE scheduling policies. As such, a new scheduling class can be used to encapsulate new scheduling policy(s). The existing scheduler core in the current kernel will be modified to adapt to RCSC framework architecture. When the framework is initialized at boot time, it will start scanning for available pluggable scheduling policies and classes inside a predetermine directory of scheduling policies. Each time new scheduling policies and classes modules are added, the framework must be reinitialized. Scheduling polices is another component of RCSC framework. The policies are the scheduling algorithms which are used to implement the scheduling method i.e. FIFO, RR and SJF. A newly developed scheduling policy can be automatically plugged to the framework after it has implemented in the kernel by the developers, thus the framework will recognize that there is a new added policy in the kernel. They can be dynamically switched from user space, plugged and unplugged to the framework at runtime.
The proc file system is used as an interface between RCSC framework and the kernel itself. Proc file system provides RCSC framework easy access to the kernel scheduling resources. The proc file system will facilitate the switching between the policies, plugging and unplugging of classes and policies. The framework will maintain a proc file for each policy inside the folder and a proc file for the configuration of the framework itself. When the scheduler is called to decide the CPU control of the next process, the framework will load the specified user scheduling policy to be used by the core scheduler.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a new runtime CPU scheduler customization framework is proposed due to the limitation of Linux CPU scheduler implementation. RCSC architecture provides pluggable scheduling policies and important feature for kernel developers and normal users to evaluate and customize the mobile operating system to suit the workload, applications and environment.
Based on the study on the recent Linux kernel version 2.6.25, the current Linux CPU scheduler has adapted as the core for RCSC architecture. The RCSC architecture has been designed modularly with aim of reducing the complexity of the implementation. RCSC has been successfully implemented and currently is being evaluated and enhanced.
